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Dear Mr Reynolds, 

 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO OUR PENSION TRANSFER RULES 

 

The NAPF is delighted to respond to the above consultation.  

 

The NAPF welcomes the extension to the FCA regulatory activity order which will make advising on the 

conversion or transfer of safeguarded pension benefits into flexible benefits a regulated activity. The NAPF 

lobbied strongly for this extension to ensure that scheme members moving DB benefits to an occupational DC 

scheme can be confident that the advice they receive will be regulated and they will have recourse to the FCA 

and ultimately the Financial Ombudsman should that advice be inappropriate.  

 

We also support the FCA’s proposal to require the Pensions Transfer Specialist qualification for advice on all DB 

to DC transfers, in particular including when the transfer is for the purpose of crystallising benefits, which was 

not previously covered. 

 

We agree with the automatic grandfathering of firms with the existing Pensions Transfer permission and 

welcome the proposed content for the ‘advice confirmation’ letter.  

 

However we do have one area of concern with regards to the FCA’s language in the consultation paper.  

 

At paragraph 2.30 of the consultation, you state as follows:   

 

We consider that a GAR constitutes a promise as to the rate of the pension and that this excludes it from the 

definition of money purchase benefits.  In our view, it does not matter that a GAR is an option on the rate of the 

annuity.  Moreover, it does not matter that there may be an insurance company behind the promise or that 

there can never be a shortfall in the scheme assets.   

 

The definition of money purchase benefit in sections 181 and 181B of the Pension Schemes Act 1993 (“PSA93”) 

is a benefit “the rate or amount of which is calculated by reference to a payment or payments made by the 

member or by any other person in respect of the member” and that “is calculated solely by reference to assets 



which (because of the nature of the calculation) must necessarily suffice for the purposes of its provision to or 

in respect of the member.”   

 

The DWP has agreed that benefits based on contributions can be money purchase benefits under this 

definition, even if subject to a guaranteed annuity rate (GAR) or guaranteed interest rate (GIR), so long as the 

GAR or GIR is fully covered through a policy of insurance and is not independently promised to the members in 

the scheme rules.  This is because the assets (one of which is the insurance policy) must “necessarily suffice” 

for provision of the benefit.  Where either a GAR or a GIR is directly promised to a member, as opposed to 

being a matter of contract between the trustees and the insurer only, then the benefit is not money purchase.  

 

The language in section 2.30 would seem to challenge this agreed definition of money purchase benefit, 

inasmuch as it would not matter to the FCA that there could never be a shortfall in the scheme assets, which is 

the grounds on which the benefit is considered money purchase under the pensions legislation.  As you may 

know, the definition of money purchase benefit under PSA93 was changed in 2011 after litigation regarding 

the meaning of the prior definition, and became effective in after much discussion between the DWP and the 

industry.  A divergence of opinion as to which benefits will be treated as money purchase benefits for the 

purpose of the advice requirement would present a number of difficulties, not the least of which is opening up 

once again a doubt as to which benefits are and are not money purchase for other purposes.  A consistent 

approach between FCA and the DWP will be essential and we would welcome clarification of this language as 

soon as possible.  

 

More generally, as the FCA recognises in the consultation, there are likely to be further changes required to 

the FCA’s rules to take account of the pensions flexibilities and we look forward to working closely with the 

FCA as they develop their thinking on these areas.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Helen Forrest 

Policy Lead: DB 

National Association of Pension Funds 

 

 


